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But to return to Professor Bain. We have to express our regret 
that we have found it necessary to differ from him on some points; 
and we regret it the more, because controversy takes up very much 

space, and assent very little. But, in the main, we consider the three 
works, The Senses and the Intellect, The Emotions and the Will, and 
The Study of Character, to be a most valuable contribution to the 
Science of Mind, perhaps the most valuable that has yet appeared. 
Differences of opinion there always must be in every science that has 
not become exact. But there is one point in which, above all others, 
we agree with him, and that is, in his estimate of the value of that 
haute ecole of mental gymnastics, Mental Science. Like all other 
sciences, it gratifies, perhaps we ought at present rather to say excites, 
our natural curiosity; it serves to explain differences in the intellectual 
character of different individuals; and, above all, it is only through it 
that we can arrive at a rational system of education. 

THE GIPSIES IN EGYPT.* 

By ALFRED VON KREMER. 

Excepting the Jews there is no people so scattered over the earth 
as the gipsies. Homeless and yet everywhere at home, they have 

preserved their physiognomy, manners, and language. Everywhere 
they support themselves as tinkers, musieians, fortune-tellers, and 

everywhere have they but loose notions concerning the rights of pro? 
perty. Whilst in Europe it is only in Hungary and Spain where the 

gipsies still exhibit all their peculiarities, inasmuch as elsewhere they 
present the varnish of civilisation; Egypt is the classical soil of the 
East, which shows them in their primitive form. 

The Turks and the Persians denominate this remnant of a people 
thinganeh, a term expressing the greatest contempt. It is, however, 
remarkable, that in Arab-countries this designation is altogether 
unknown. There are a great number of gipsies in Syria, where they 
are known by the Arabic name, Nuwar, and are looked upon as an 
Arab tribe of the Beni-Nuwar. In Egypt they are called Ghagar. 
The name Nuwar is also understood in Egypt; but in Upper Egypt 

* Translated from " iEgypten ; Forschungen iiber Land und Volk wahrend 
eines Zehnjahrigen Aufenthalts, von Alfred von Kremer, Leipzig, 1803." Egypt; 
Exploration of the Country, and Studies of its Inhabitants, during a Ten Years' 
Residence. 
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only gipsies travelling about as goldsmiths are called Nuwar, pro- 
nounced Nauer. 

As, excepting a short notice in Lane's work, nothing has been 

published concerning the gipsies in Egypt, the following account may 
be acceptable. 

The Ghagar form in Egypt a numerous tribe, travelling through 
the country as tinkers, rope dancers, monkey showmen, and snake 
charmers (Psyllos of Herodotus.) The women tell fortunes, are 
dancers and prostitutes. Information has, however, reached me, 
from all parts, that besides trading in asses, horses, and camels, 
nearly the whole small trade in Egypt is in the hands of gipsy 
pedlars (Bad'daa'h). They make their purchases in Cairo, where 

they are well known to the native merchants ; they frequent the 

large fairs of Tanta held twice a year, and also the great fair held on 
the anniversary of the holy Shilk'ani (Mauled-esh-Shilk'ani) in the 
month of May. They earn so much money that rich Ghagars are by 
no means rare. Whilst one portion of the tribe are traders, another 

portion live in Cairo as snake catchers (H'awi**), and as snake-de- 

vouring dervishes (Rif aijjeh); ancl many a traveller who has seen 
their disgusting performances in Cairo was not aware that the apparent 
Mohammeden dervish was a gipsy in disguise. It is this class which 

frequently come in contact with the European traveller and do good 
service to the naturalist, for they always have for sale snakes, with or 
without the poison fangs, jackals, wolves, lizards, etc. The dexterity 
with which these people discover and catch the snakes is really sur? 
prising. Armed simply with a palm stick the operator gives a few 
knocks on the walls and floors, plays a short tune on his reed pipe, 
and the snakes make their appearance, which is explained by the 
fact that there are in most of the old houses of Cairo many snakes, 
most of which are, however, quite harmless. The inhabitants are, 
nevertheless, in great fear of them, and no person dares to sleep in a 
room after the Hawi had declared it to be haunted by a snake. 

Ghagar is the collective name designating all gipsies. According 
to their own account they consist of different tribes; but all of them 
describe themselves as genuine Arabs, and are very proud of their 

pure Arabic descent. They pretend to have emigrated from West 
Africa, but are unable to determine the period. The following cir? 
cumstance speaks in favour of their assertion, namely, that they all 
belong to the religious sect of the Malikites, which is in the whole of 
North-West Africa the chief of the four orthodox sects of Islamism. 

* Lane, generally so well informed, erroneously asserts that hawi means 
jugglers generally. The true meaning of the word is " snake catchers", from 
h'ajjeh, snake. 
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All of them lead a nomadic life, and provide themselves with licenses 

given by the police or by the Sheik of the Guild of Rifai-dervishes. 
The tribe called Ghawazi is in Egypt the most numerous. This 

tribe has in all the larger towns and villages female representatives, 
well versed in all arts of seduction, who become dangerous by their 

beauty. They call themselves Beramikeh, i. e., Bermekides, and try 
to trace their origin back to the famous family of the Barmecides, 
which, after having filled the highest offices in the Chalifate was 

destroyed by Chalif Harun-al Rashid. 

They are proud at the same time of their Bedouin origin, and lead, 
in fact, a Bedouin life, sleeping in tents and attending fairs. All 
Ghazieh girls are professional dancers, and all the old women fortune- 
tellers. They rarely marry before they have saved a small fortune, 
and frequently select a slave for a husband. The husband of a 

Ghazy is thus little more than her servant; he plays on the flute or 
strikes the drum whilst she dances; he even introduces to her new 

acquaintances. There are, however, instances of Ghazies marrying 
village sheiks, in which cases their conjugal fidelity is as strict as 
their former life was loose. 

The Ghawazi speak the general gipsy dialect used by all the other 
tribes. The gipsies of Upper Egypt call themselves Saaideh, i. e., 
people of Said (Upper Egypt). They travel through the country as 
horse- and ass-dealers, pedlars, and fortune-tellers. Their features 
are altogether Asiatic; colour, tawny; eyes, black and piercing; 
hair, black and straight. The women tattoo themselves in blue on 
the lips, hands, and the breast; they wear large brass earrings and 
necklets of blue and red beads. They prophesy by means of shells 
which they carry in a leather bag over the shoulder, and according 
to the grouping of the shells east up by the hand they foretell the 
future. When the Nile begins to rise in the summer they are fre? 

quently met with in the streets of Cairo, where they are easily recog- 
nised by their leather knapsack and by their cries "nibejjon-ez-zein", 
i. e., " we prophesy fine and good things", or also " nidmor-el-ghaib", 
i. e., " we find out lost things". There is in Cairo a great number of 
such fortune-tellers who speculate on the credulity of the Cairo 
women. These fortune-telling gipsies live in a building called Hosh 
Bardak, situated under the citadel and opposite the mosque of Sultan 
Hassan. Their competitors are the Maghrebin soothsayers and sor- 
cerers from the interior of Afriea, specially from Darfur. They may 
be seen sitting pn the roadsides prophesying from cards or sand. 

Prophesying from sand, called Ilm-er-raml, is very old in the east, 
and must be known to the reader of the Arabian Nights. 

The names of other tribes are Haleb, or also Shahaini and TaVar. 
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The women are generally fortune-tellers, the males belonging to the 
last tribe generally farriers or tinkers, are also named Awwadat or 
Mua1 merratijjeh. There are also many smiths among the Ghagar, 
who make the brass rings worn round the neck, in the ears, and in 
the nose. The numerous class who exhibit trained monkeys, chiefly 
on the Ezbekijjeh in Cairo, belong almost exclusively to the gipsy 
tribe, they are here called Kurudati (from kird, monkey). The 
athletes and gymnasts, called Bahlawan, who exhibit in the larger 
towns, at fairs and festivals, also belong to the gipsy tribe. They 
come to Cairo in large numbers at the festival Id-edcVayHjjeh. 

All these subdivisions of the Egyptian gipsies speak the same 
thievish slang language, which they call Sim. Nothing certain is 
known concerning the origin of this word. According to the opinion 
of the natives Sim means something secret or mysterious. Sim is 
also called a spurious gilt wire imported from Austria. The Bahlawan 
tribe alone are said to speak another language. I was, however, 
unable to procure any evidence to that effect, nor does it seem to be 
well founded. 

The following little vocabulary may perhaps give some idea of the 
language. I have collected it from several individuals, but my chief 
authority was Sheikh Mohammed Merwan in Cairo, who gave 
himself the pompous title : " Sheikh of all the snake-catchers of 

Egypt." I moreover consulted several gipsies from Upper Egypt, who 
seem to speak a somewhat different dialect. 
Water, moge, himbe, S.* 
Bread, shenub, bishle, S. 
Father, a'rub; my father, ariibi; also 

ab, my father, abambra 
Mother, kodde; my mother, koddeti; 

pl. kodaid. Signifies also woman, 
wife. 

Brother, sevV or chaividsh; my bro? 
ther, sem'i; thy brother, semak or 
chawidshak 

Sister, sem'ah or ucht; my sister, sem'- 
atak or uctamrak. Sem'ah means 
generally girl, and sem boy. Sem'ah 
behileli, a fine girl. 

Night, ghahnuz 
Horse, soKlig, husanaish, S. 
Ass, zuwell 
Camel, hantif 
Buffalo, en-naffachah 
~L&mh,mizghal,mingaesh, ?., churr&f, S. 
Tree, chudruman, shagarah, S. 
Flesh, adwaneh, mah'zuzah, S. 
Fowl, en-nebbashch 
Fat, baruah 
Spirit, angel, devil, ashum 

Hell, ma-anwara, i.e. fire 
Kindle the fire, add-cl-ma-amvara 
Date, ma-ahlU malialli, S. 
Gold, el-ma-asfar, midhabesh, S. 
Silver, bitug 
Iron, hadidaish 
Corn, duhubi, dchuba, S. 
Hunter, dabai bi 
Sorcerer, tur'aii 
Stone, hogger 
Land, region, anta, pl. anati 
Uncle, a'rub 
Aunt, a'riibeh 
Milk, raghwan, hirwan, S. 
Omen, musannin, mubsalshe, S. 
Cheese, el-mehartemeh, maharteme, S. 
Sour milk, atreshent, mishsh 
Durrah, Turkish corn, handawil, mu- 

gadderljeh, S. 
Beaus, buhiis 
Dog, sanno 
Wolf, dibaish 
Knife, el cliusah 
Foot, darrageh, er-raghaleh, S., mumesh 

shajat, S. 
* The words furnished by the Saaideh are marked S. 
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Head, kamiichah, dumachah, S. 
Eye, bas'sas'eh, huz' z'drah, S. 
Thief, damani 
Hand, shammdleh (signifies also five) 
North, baharaish 
South, kiblaish 
East, sharkfush 
West, gharbaisch 
Coffee, magasivade, S. 
Garment, sarme, S. 
Shoe, merkubaish 
Nose, zenunalsh, S. 
Ear, widn; thine ear, ividnam rak, S., 

or mudanshe, S. 
Cow, mubgarshe, S. 
Ox, mntiodresh, S. 

River, mistdbhar, S. 
Palm, minchalcah, S. 
Tent, el michicasheshe, S. 
Wood, machshabesh, S. 
Straw, tibnaish, S. 
Christ, el-annmoi 
Egg, mugah'rada, S. 
Fire, el-muganwara, S. 
Light the fire, walla'ish-el-muganwara 
Eating, esh-shimleh 
Sack, migrabesh, S. 
Arm, el, kemmasheh, S. 
My hand aches, kem-mashtu ivaga'ajii 
Hair, sha'raish, S. 
Tobacco, tiftaf, S. 
Mountain, migbalesh, S. 

ADJECTIVES. 
Ugly, shalaf. Beautiful, behil. A pretty girl, se'mah behileh. 

1, mach 
2, machein 
3, tulit, S., or telat machat 
4, rubi, S., or arba'ah machat 
5, chiimis 

0, siitet, S. 
7, sfibi, S. 
8, tumin, S. 
9, tusa, S. 

10, ushir, S. 

There 
Go,fell; I went, felleit 
Come, e'iitib 
Say, agmu; I said, agemtu 
Sit, watib 
Strike, Ilibig; he struck, habag; hai 

jihb'g, he still strikes; he struck, 
habash, S. 

We ate, raceheina or shamalna 
We drank, mawwagna; I drank, maio- 

wagt or hambatt, S. 
He cut, shaffar 
He called, nabbciV 
He died, entcna 
He killed, tena; he kills, jttoi 

He sleeps, jidmnch; I slept, dammacht 
He rides, jita'hvan 
He gives, jikif; he gave, kaf 
He ste&\s,jiknish; he stole, Jcanash 
He cooks, jltabbig; he cooked, tabbag 
He slaughters, jitni; he slaughtered, 

He saw, Ziasefr 
He laughs, biarra' 
Come, \gcli, S.; he came, gadat 
Sit, uhrlz 
Rise, iitf& 
He married, etkaddad 

The preceding vocabulary throws some light on the character of 
this language. There can be no doubt we have here to do with a 
thievish slang dialect, made use of by the gipsies in order not to be 
understood by strangers. The circumstance that amongst themselves 

they speak Arabic, and Sim only in the presence of strangers, is 
decisive on this point. Some terms are very expressive ; for instance, 
shammaleh, the hand, from the Arab root, " shamala", to grasp ; or 

bas's'as'eh, the eye, from the root " bas's'a", to spy (the word "eye" 
in Arabic is of feminine gender). All grammatical forms are, with 

exception of the suffixes, which seem not quite clear, perfectly 
Arabic. There occur, however, a number of words evidently of 

foreign origin, probably imported from the West, whence the gipsies 
pretend to have migrated to Egypt. Such words are : zuwell, the 
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ass ; ashum, spirit; bitug, silver or money; atreshent, sour milk, the 
last word having a Coptic sound ; sanno, dog; handawil, Turkish 

maize, a word made also use of by the Egyptian fellahs. Also hantif, 
the camel; baruah, fat; buhus, beans; damani, thief, all these are 

foreign words, though they sound like Arabic words. 

Possibly, though I have no means of ascertaining this, these words 

may be derived from the Berber language. It is, however, surprising, 
that among the verbs there are some quoted in old Arabic dictionaries 
as genuine Arabic, though they have now become obsolete. The 
word habag, he struck, is already inserted in Feiruzabadi's large dic? 

tionary, Kamus; shaffara, he cut, is manifestly allied to the old 
Arabic shufrah, the knife ; nabbata, he cried, is not improbably con? 
nected with the old generic name nabat (plural anbat), by which the 
Arabs designate all other people speaking a different language, whom 
the Greeks called " barbarians". It is also remarkable that the word 

watib, to sit, which according to the Arabic lexicographers has the 
same signification in the old Arabic dialect of the Himjares, whilst 
utib and etatib correspond in signification to the modern Arabic watab 
to rise up. 

I confine myself to note these philological facts without drawing 
from them any hazardous inferences, for which the material at hand is 

scarcely sufficient. The old original words seem to become obsolete, 
and are replaced, according to a conventional scheme, by an Arabic 

slang. Thus the Egyptian gipsies have probably forgotten the 
ancient names for colours, sun, moon, earth, fire, ete, and know 

only their Arab denominations 

ON THE IDEAS OF SPECIES AND RACE APPLIED TO 
MAN AND HUMAN SOCIETY : ON ANTHROPOLOGY 

AND ETHNOLOGY.* 
By M. COURNOT. 

In all ages, men have busied themselves with the question of know? 

ing how far they ought to consider themselves as relations or strangers 
to each other. For a long time, the sentiment of the relationship 
and the consanguinity of all those who speak the same language, 
and observe the same ceremonies and customs, acted with great 
energy. On the other hand, the disgust and aversion for foreign 

* Traite de rEnchainement des Idees Fondaroentales dans les Sciences et 
dans l'Histoire, Paris, 1861, tom. ii, c. ii, p. 31. 
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